
Plot #069

Levi M. Rivers  1930
(old plot map)

Wm. W. Pendleton  1956
Rose Pendleton  1975

(old plot map)

H. P. Walker  1838-1894
(E side—obelisk, shared—old plot map)

Andrew Walker  1956
(not on stone—see notes next pg)

Anna E. Ochsenbein

(E side, slant, bronze plaque on marble
marker—shared—no dates available—old plot

map, both)

J. E. Walker  1870-1872
(E side marker only)

Mary A. Walker
1850-1944

(S side—shared w/above—see notes next pg)
Melvin A. Walker  1932

(not on stone—see notes next pg)

Jacob J. Ochsenbein

Anna S. Hiller
1906

(old plot map)

Lester F. Baker
1917

(permit & old plot map)

Ensley Soderberg
1897-1898

(top—marker appears to be in grave #5 due to
tree growth—permit & old plot map)

Pedro Mangual
1942

(old plot map)

Fred Seipp
1938

(permit & old plot map)
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*  headstone in place—8/2007N
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Old plot map shows reserved
for Mrs. E.R. Hillabaugh,
possibly for Ochsenbein?
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Plot #069
approx. headstone placement

N Plot enclosure: none
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Walker—gothic obelisk, shared w/ Walker at base on E side bottom
E side: calla lily, lily of the valley, fern w/ribbon des. “At Rest” & sim. des.
@ bott.
H. P. Walker  1838-1894
J. E. Walker  1870-1872
N & W side plain
S side: sim. des. to E side except floral w/vase
Mary A. Walker
1850-1944
Note on old plot map regarding Andrew Walker—1956:
“Oct. 3, 1956, grave #1 was opened. Concrete liner was put in grave. After
liner was in grave #1, request was made to bury Andrew in grave #8 with
his father. Request was granted. Empty liner remains in grave #1.” It is not
known whether the liner in questin remained in the grave when Ochsenbein
burial took place.
Melvin A. Walker both burial permit and receipt show burial to be grave
“#1A”. It is not known where grave #1A was intended to be?
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Old plot map shows re-
served for Mrs. E.R.

Hillabaugh

Cedar
Tree


